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This app allows you to play with the most famous ciphering device of the Second World War. The Enigma is one of the oldest
ciphers and so it is best known for its use in German communications during the Second World War. Enigma was used in
Germany, Holland, Norway and Denmark during the war. This is a short tutorial on how to use the Enigma in this app. It's far
from easy to use and there is an element of chance and trial and error involved. The device is actually very similar to a
crossword puzzle. You can use it as a puzzle to practice your skills with the device. It's not designed to be used for a real
encrypted message with real codes. The app provides several automated algorithms based on the settings you can choose from.
You can select the speed of the device (can be changed to historical rates) and which keys you will use for the encryption. The
Enigma Encryption device from the app is the Enigma Type 2. You can use the first Enigma Type 1 for those of you who want
to play with this app. In addition to the encryption and decryption functions, the app includes a 'Dictionary' and
'Scrambler/Cipher' function. It allows the user to choose between different types of ciphering including 'Basic Cipher',
'Transposition Cipher' and 'Vigenère Cipher' (usually known as the German Enigma algorithm). Keyboard controls: Turn the
machine on by pressing the 'Enigma' button. The default screen appears with a menu. To turn the machine on, the user has to
first press the 'Power' key. The power button is the last button of the panel, the panel itself is second to last button. The use of
the power button and the 'Enigma' button can be substituted. A shortcut to toggle the scrambler/encryptor is pressed by pressing
Alt+Shift+S. The encryption keypad is initially displayed. In order to encrypt, press the center key (the first key from the top on
the left) to enter the encryption mode. The text that the user writes is encrypted. The decryption keypad is initially displayed. To
decrypt a cipher, press the center key and the left key to decrypt the message. Rotation order of the main body panel: To change
the cipher settings, use the arrows on the left and right of the panel to alter the rotation order. For the standard
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*Automates the creation of a key macro (sequence of keys) for Enigma encryption. The macro takes in a key and places it in
the correct slots for the encrypted message. *Key can be entered manually or automatically generated using any or all of the
following methods: *The user sets the key *Keys are taken from a list of keys *Keys are generated randomly *Combination of
any of the above Keypad Simulation Description: *User sets number of key sequence turns to enter for encryption *User sets to
what key to input for the first turn *Input key sequence *Allows for key output Keyboard Layout Description: *Simulates the
input/output of the Enigma device (3 rotors and 4 columns) *Single key can be input and output *2-row key can be input and
output *2-row key can be input and output with shift to right *User can use shift in a regular key or input and output all
shiftable keys at once *User can have a table for all key inputs and outputs *User can have a table for all key inputs and outputs
with shift to right *User can have a table for all key inputs and outputs with shift to right with shift to left Language: *Enigma
(German, English) How to use: *Create Key/Key Macro *Ciphers at Current Speed How to use: *Create Key/Key Macro
*Ciphers at Current Speed Main features: * Generate Cryptography Macro * Create Key/Key Macro * Save Key/Key Macro *
Generate Cryptography Macro * Create Key/Key Macro * Ciphers at Current Speed * Save Key/Key Macro * Generate
Cryptography Macro * Create Key/Key Macro * Ciphers at Current Speed * Save Key/Key Macro * Generate Cryptography
Macro * Create Key/Key Macro * Ciphers at Current Speed * Save Key/Key Macro * Generate Cryptography Macro * Create
Key/Key Macro * Ciphers at Current Speed * Save Key/Key Macro * Generate Cryptography Macro * Create Key/Key Macro
* Ciphers at Current Speed * Save Key/Key Macro * Generate Cryptography Macro * Create Key/Key Macro * Ciphers at
Current Speed * Save Key 1d6a3396d6
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System Requirements For Enigma Crypter:

Windows Vista or newer Internet Explorer 11 or newer OS: Windows CPU: Intel or AMD 64-bit processor RAM: Minimum of
1GB, 4GB recommended HDD: Minimum of 20GB, 120GB recommended GPU: AMD R7 260 or newer DirectX: Version 11
or newer Recommended: Graphics: Nvidia GTX 960 or newer Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970 or newer
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